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Model OUtp.It Statistics CMOS> guidance plays an inq;ortant role in day to 
day forecasts. The ~ of lt[)S guidance varies fran forecaster to forecaster, 
but all of us use it to sane degree. As a result, I would like to begin a 
series of Technical Attachments with sane tips and guidelines at how to use 
MOS guidance effectively. 'lbese tips and guidelines are based on more than 
five years of personal experience working at the Techniques Developnent Labo
ratory (TDL) and the experience of others at 'IDL. This personal experience 
has been enhanced by working at WSEO/mC during the past eight months and 
using the K>S products operationally. 

In the technical attaclnents that will follow, I will discuss several of 
the weather elements for which K>S forecasts are provided and also give sane 
useful general information at each. Much of this material stems fran several 
K>S user workshops held at various wsro • s and the Technical Discussion Forums 
about IDS held at wsroAeC. Since winter is a.l.mst here, I will begin this 
series _with the K:>S probability of precipi~tion type forecasts (PoP!'). 

When the UM is too wet or dry, too fast or slow, etc. , forecasters 
generally have a good idea tKJW this will affect the IDS guidance. Thus, in 
the discussion that follows, the tips and guidelines given will. be given under 
the assumption that the LFM model is performing well and any problems with the 
ros PoPr guidance are not the result of LFM errors. Even when the LFM is 
performing reasonably well, there are many times when the MJS guidance is 
inconsistent or is in error. These situations are usually difficult to diag
nose so this and the Technical Attachments that will follow will seek to help 
forecasters spot and correctly interpret these situations. 

As a side note, with the rat and R;M running concurrently at this time, 
it is important to mention here that the R;M outp.1t is mt used in any way to 
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adjust the current 005 package. When statistical guidance becomes available 
from NGM output it will be a completely separate package. 

Sackgrouod and Definitions 

A. z.tJS PoP!' is a regionalized systan - this means that the same ~
tian produces the pcobability valid at a particular projection for a 
groyp of stations, only the LFM model dat4 varies fran station to 
station. 

B. '!.be MJS PoP!' systen provides probability and categorical forecasts 
of frozen (StDl), freezing (ZR), and liquid (RAIN) precipitation: 

SN:W - any canbination of snow and or sleet. 

ZR - freezing rain or freezing rain mixed with anything else. 
~ 

RAIN - rain or rain mixed with anything else. 

C. MJS PoPl' equations are valid from approximately September-May. 

D. categorical forecasts are dete:rmi.ned by canparing probability fore
casts to statistically derived thres..hold values for each category. 
If the pcoba.bility exceeds the threshold, then that category is 
forecast. 

E. z.DS PoP!' categorical forecast selection procedure: 

l. Conpare ZR prOOability forecast to ZR threshold CZR threshold 
values for the Eastern Region are generally between 15-35%). 
If the probability exceeds the threshold -> forecast ZR. If 
not, go on the SKW category. 

2. Conpire SN:W prOOability forecast to SNC:W threshold (SNJW 
threshold values for the East~m Region are generally between 
35-55%). If probability exceeds the threshold -> forecast 
SNl'l. Othetwise, autanatically forecast RAIN. 

Tips and Guidelines 

Forecasters should be aware of the fact that the eq:uations are valid for 
the entire period fran Septenber-May. This can lead to overforecasting of the 
probability of SN:W and also can result in erroneous categorical forecasts of 
SN:lV. The reason for this is that the equations are biased tcmards winter 
time situations when the upper level to surface thermal relationships are 
different than during the fall or spring. For example, given the same 1000-
500 IIi:> thickness and cloud cover on January 1 and April 1, the surface tanper
atures on April 1 will be wanner due to the higher sun elevation, longer day, 
warmer ground, etc., if there is no convection present. The bias towards 

___ _.Af""'o"'"-r..,eca"""""'s .... ting__!irint.er__like situatjons at any time of the ~--ar-ises-be-'--ause~.-------
of the cases used to develop the equations were winter time cases. (Please 
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note that the general terms fall, winter, spring are used here because their 
time periods vary fran station to statioo. Longer winters north, shorter 
winters south.) 

One method for determining if the SNl-1 probabilities are being overfore
cast in the spring and fall is to perform a consistency check with the IDS 3-
hourly temperature <TEMP> forecasts valid for the same projectioo. The IDS 
TEMP guidance is based oo the three ronth seasons of September-Novenber, 
December-February, March-May, June-August, and is thus better able to account 
for the varying ~r level to surface thetmal relationships during the course 
of the year. So if the SN:W probability forecasts in the springtime are high, 
but the TEMP forecasts are well above freezing, it is best to p!t mre weight 
on the TEMP forecasts since they are better seasonally adjusted. 

It is a good idea to perform a consistency check with IDS TEMP forecasts 
at any time of the year and for ZR forecasts as well because inconsistent 
forecasts, such as the springtime example given above, are a good indication 
that a problem exists with the KJS guidance. In trying to resolve these 
inconsistencies, nuch rore weight should be given to the TEMP forecasts in the 
fall and spring, or any time of the year when ZR forecasts are involved. 
Although TEMP forecasts are considered more reliable on average, during the 
winter the PoP!' system should be performing at its best so inconsistent fore
casts should not autanatically be decided in favor of the TEMP guidance. Sane 
guidelines to use when performing these consistency checks, as well as other 
guidelines are discussed below. 

When ZR is Forecast categorical~ 

1. Check the Slni probability. 'lhe IDS PoP!' categorical selection 
procedure assigns great inq:.ortance to the ZR probability forecast 
because it catq;ares the ZR probability to the ZR threshold first. 
If the threshold is exceeded it then proceeds to forecast ZR without 
considering the possibility of SNlV or RAIN. Very often the SN:W 
probability will also be high enough to have resulted in a categori
cal forecast of Slni if st-Dl had been checked first. Although RAIN 
probabilities are not given, a low SN:W probability sanetimes im
plies a high RAIN probability. 'lhus, many situations arise where ZR 
and either RAIN or Sl'Ol could have been forecast cateqorically by 
the PoP!' system at the same time. Since ZR forecasts are mch less 
accurate than SN:W or RAIN forecasts, SNle1 or RAIN would usually be 
a better forecast in these situations. 

2. Consider the possibility of mixed precipitation. Freezing rain 
mixed with anything else was included in the sample used to develop 
the equations as ZR by the IDS PoP!' system, so the possibility of 
freezing rain mixed with sleet and or snow mst be considered. A 
look at the SNli' probability is again useful. The higher the proba
bility, the more likely freezing rain may be mixed with sleet and or 
snow. 
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3. If MOS 3-hourly TEMP forecast valid at the same projection is ~340F, 
do not forecast ZR. As already discussed, ftDS TEMP forecasts are 
usually roore accurate than PoPl' forecasts, est=eeially ZR forecasts, 
so it is best to use the TEMP guidance when inconsistencies occur. 
<This cutoff, and those that follCM belCM, represent values at which 
the PoPl' guidance should autanatically be disregarded in favor of· 
the TEMP guidance if the TEMP guidance is considered reasonable. 
These cutoffs may vary in mountain regions or due to local effects 
but are otherwise representative of roost stations.) 

When SNli is Forecast CategoricallY 

1. Consider the t:assibility of sleet or mixed snow and sleet. Sleet or 
snow and sleet mixed were included in the sample as SNCW but sleet· 
is generally roore similar to freezing rain by nature (warm layer 
aloft and cold at surface) , so it is useful to also look at the ZR 
probability. If the ZR probability is significant Carotmd 15% or 
higher), but was not high enough to produce a categorical forecast 
of ZR, it is likely indicating the presence of a warm layer aloft 
which wuld make sleet a possibili cy. · 

2. If MOS 3-hourly TEMP forecast valid at the same projection is ~44<?F, 
do not forecast SN.JtJ. The reason is similar to that given for the 
ZR tenperature cutoff. The SliOl cutoff is quite high in order to 
take into account possible evaporative cooling effects or convective 
overturning as might occur in the spring. 

When RAIN is Forecast categorically . 

1. Consider the possibility of mixed precipitation. Rain mixed with 
snow and or sleet was included in the sample as RAIN. To detennine 
situations where mixed precipitation is possible, it is once again 
useful to look at the St01 probability. A probability greater than 
30% is generally a good indication the atmoS};ilere is cold enough to 
make mixed precipitation possible. This determination can be imp:)r
tant since the general :p.lblic, especially in warm locations, per
ceives rain mixed with snow as snow. 

2. If ltDS 3-:00Urly TEMP forecast valid at the same projection is .i300F, 
do not forecast RAIN. The reason is the same as that given for the 
ZR and SN:W temperature cutoff. In order to forecast RAIN categori
cally, neither the ZR or SI:O>l probabilities were high enough to have 
produced a categorical forecast. Since ZR forecasts are much less 
accurate than SloOl forecasts, the ZR probability" was likely the 
forecast in error, and it is best to consider a ZR forecast at this 
point. 
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